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Transmissive liquid crystal cell parameters measurement
by spectroscopic ellipsometry

S. T. Tang and H. S. Kwoka)

Center for Display Research and Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Clear Water Bay, Hong Kong

~Received 3 August 2000; accepted for publication 20 October 2000!

A powerful method for liquid crystal~LC! cell twist angle and retardation measurement is
presented. This method is based on the spectroscopic ellipsometry. By varying the polarizer and
analyzer angles only, a transmission spectrum containing null transmission at some particular
wavelengths can be obtained. Analytical equations derived bases on a polarization analysis of
twisted birefringent layers are then solved to give all the LC cell parameters. In general, the twist
angle, twist sense, retardation, and the rubbing direction can all be determined. Measurement results
on commercial liquid crystal display panels are presented. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystal displays~LCD! are widely used. Large
panels of over 14 in. diagonal are commonly used in no
book computers, while smaller displays of sizes less than
square inch are used in portable electronic devices. Fo
LC displays, there are two very important parameters t
affect their optical properties. They are the liquid crys
molecule twist anglef and the LC retardation value~the cell
gap times the LC birefringence!. The 90°-twisted nematic
~TN! mode with retardation of about 0.5mm ~first minimum!
or 1.0mm ~second minimum! is the most common LCD. The
180°–240° supertwisted nematic~STN! modes with retarda-
tion of about 0.8mm are also widely used in mobile elec
tronic communication devices.

In the manufacturing as well as the development
LCD, there is a constant need for an accurate measurem
of the twist angle and retardation value of the LC cells. Su
data during the manufacturing process can also help to el
nate bad LC cells and improve production yield. While t
cell gap of empty cells can easily be determined by opt
interference techniques, the same is not true for filled
cells where the optics is considerably more complex. Sev
methods have been proposed in the past. They all fall
the categories of single wavelength1–7 and spectral
methods.8,9 One major disadvantage of the single wavelen
method is that they cannot measure empty cell gap. Furt
more, all these methods are inherently unable to treat
wavelength dispersion of the LC molecules.

Most commercial products use the spectral method
determine the LC retardation value. We have previously
troduced a spectral method where the twist angle as we
the retardation of any unknown LC cell can be determin
Inoueet al. discussed a method, which is similar to the o
we proposed. However, in the Inoue method, the LC tw
angle and the rubbing orientation of the LC directors have
be known in advance. In our method, the rubbing directio

a!Electronic mail: eekwok@ust.hk
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of the LC cell can be determined by the measurement te
nique. Moreover, in most cases, the wavelength dispersio
the LC birefringence can also be taken into account. T
method is applicable to both transmissive and reflective
cells. In this article, we shall present details on the opera
principles of this new spectroscopic method, which is ba
on a new representation of a generalized twisted nematic
cell. We shall also concentrate mainly on transmissive
cells cases. The case of reflective LC cells, such as sili
based microdisplays, will be discussed in a separate pub
tion.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Polarization rotation states

In general, the optical transmission and reflection o
twisted nematic cell depends on four parameters:f, dDn, a,
andg. Heref is the twist angle,d is the LC cell thickness,
Dn is the birefringence of the LC material,a andg are the
polarizer and analyzer angles relative to the input directo
the LC cell ~Fig. 1!. The LC celldDn value can be repre
sented by the angled, which is equal topdDn/l, wherel is
the wavelength of light. In any measurement of the LC c
(f,dDn) are the intrinsic parameters to be determined, a
a, g can be changed at will. By varyinga andg, null trans-
mission at certain wavelengths can be obtained and the
solving appropriate equations, the values of (f,dDn) can be
uniquely determined.

For any general twisted nematic LC cell, given a linea
polarized input light, the output polarization is in gener
elliptically polarized. However, under certain conditions
~a,f,d!, the output polarization can be exactly linearly
circularly polarized. These conditions can be derived us
the Jones matrix method.10 For the simple configuration
shown in Fig. 1, the transmission is given by

T5U~cosf sin g!M S cosa
sin a DU2

, ~1!
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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whereM is the Jones matrix of a twisted nematic LC layer10

Using the given standard expression forM, Eq. ~1! yields11

T5Fcosb cos~f2g1a!1
f

b
sin b sin~f2g1a!G2

1
d2

b2
sin2 b cos2~f2g2a!, ~2!

whereb25d21f2 . From Eq.~2!, it can be seen easily tha
if sin b50, T5cos2(f2g1a). Thus T51 if g5f1a
6mp. This is the first linear output solution~LP1!. If
sin bÞ0, then Eq.~2! gives

cos2~f2g2a!50, ~3!

and

cosb cos~f2g1a!1
f

b
sin f sin~f2g1a!50. ~4!

Equation~3! requiresg5f2a6p/2. Substituting this resul
into Eq. ~4! gives

f

b
tan b5tan 2a. ~5!

This is the second linear polarization output solution~LP2!.
Thus there are two distinct conditions for a linearly polariz
output, given a linearly polarized input at anglea. They are
given by the following conditions.

LP1:

d5AN2p22f2, ~6a!

g5f1a6mp. ~6b!

LP2:

f

b
tan b5tan 2a, ~7a!

g5f2a6mp, ~7b!

whereN51,2,3 . . . andm50,1,2, . . . .
Alternative derivations of Eqs.~6! and~7! that are based

on the Mueller matrix and the polarization state concept
also be found in our previous reports.9,12 Physically, it has
been proven before that a uniformly twisted LC cell beha
as a combination of a polarization rotator and a retarda
plate.13 The LP1 solution simply corresponds to the ca
where the ‘‘equivalent retardation plate’’ has a full-wave r

FIG. 1. Setup for transmissive LC cell measurement. L is the light sourc
is the polarizer, S is the sample LCD, A is the analyzer and D is the dete
It is a standard PSA configuration.a andg are, respectively, the polarize
and analyzer angles relative to the input LC director orientation.
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tardation, which is the same as no retardation. The LP2
lution corresponds to the case where the input light polar
tion is along the principal axis of the ‘‘equivalent retardatio
plate.’’ Hence for the LP1 solution, the input polarizer ang
a is irrelevant in calculatingf andd. However, for the LP2
solution,a has to be a certain value, given by Eq.~7a!, in
order for linearly polarized output to occur. It is interestin
to note that for the LP1 solution, from Eq.~6b!, the LC cell
behaves as a pure polarization rotator and the output po
ization is simply equal to the input polarization plus the tw
angle of the LC cell. This actually is a generalization of t
time-honored waveguiding mode for a LCD. The vario
values of N corresponds to the first and second Maugu
minimum, etc.

B. LC cell parameter extraction

The LP1 solution can be used to obtain the unkno
parameter~f,d! of the LC cell as follows. For a given LC
cell with fixed ~f,d! values, there are always some wav
lengths,l* s, such that Eq.~6a! holds. In that case, there wil
be some direction for the output analyzer angle such that
~6b! is satisfied. If one rotates the output analyzer by
additional 90°, then the transmission at thatl* will be zero,
or a null. Furthermore, under such conditions, the transm
sions at these characteristic wavelengthsl* s should be in-
dependent ofa as shown in Fig. 2. It is because that fro
Eq. ~6b!, as long asg2a is fixed, the LP1 condition is sat
isfied, regardless of the absolute value ofa.

Thus, experimentally, it is easy to identify these char
teristic wavelengths. One would obtain the null transmiss
spectrum by changingg. To verify that the null wavelengths
are indeed the characteristic wavelengths correspondin
LP1 solutions, one can simply rotate the LC cell~thus chang-
ing a! while keeping the input polarizer and output analyz
fixed. If the null wavelengths remain unchanged, it is a ch
acteristic wavelength. Once this is established, thea, g, and
l* values can be used to deduce the values off and dDn
according to Eq.~6!.

P
r.

FIG. 2. Thick curve represents an LP1 null transmission curve for adDn
51.0 mm, f590° TN cell with a540°. Thin curve corresponds to a110°
rotation of the LC cell. The null wavelength remains at the same charac
istic wavelength regardless of the rotation of the LC cell.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html
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In order to find the characteristic wavelengths, a bro
band light source is required. In other words, a single wa
length laser source is not appropriate for obtaining LC c
parameters when using the LP1 solution. Figure 3 shows
solution band of the LP1 solution in the 400–800 nm sp
tral range. The solution band is defined as the range
(f, dDn) values where there is at least one null charac
istic wavelength within the experimentally convenient ran
of 400–800 nm. It should be noted that all the common
and STN modes are within the solution band. That means
present method can be used to determine the optical pa
eters of all common LCDs.

Let us now consider the LP2 solution. For any given L
cell, there should exist many solutions of~l,a! such that Eq.
~7a! holds. The output light is linear polarized atf2a as
indicated in Eq.~7b!. An analyzer with its passing axis or
ented atg5f2a6p/2 will produce a null transmission
similar to the case of the LP1 solutions. One very import
difference between the LP1 and LP2 solutions is that the
l that satisfies Eq.~7a! is dependent on the input polarize
anglea. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4. This is not th

FIG. 3. LP1 solution band. Note that all common TN and STN displays
within the hatched area.

FIG. 4. Shift of the LP2 null wavelength when the input polarizer angle
changed. The same LC cell parameters as in Fig. 2 are used. The or
input polarizer angle is 40° and the thin curve corresponds to a110° rota-
tion of the LC cell. No null transmission is obtained for the shifted curv
Downloaded 16 Feb 2001 to 143.89.14.38. Redistribution subject to
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case for the LP1 solutions however~Fig. 2!. Thus experi-
mentally, it is a simple matter to distinguish between the n
wavelengths that are due to LP1 or LP2 solutions.

Since one can always find an input polarizer orientat
a such that Eq.~7a! holds for a given wavelength, thus th
LP2 solution is well suited for measurements using a la
light source. If the twist angle is known in advance, then
retardation value of the LC cell can be determined direc
from thea value. This will be discussed further in a futur
publication. In this article, we shall employ mainly the LP
solutions for obtaining the important parameters for the
known LC cell.

Finally, let us mention a special configuration of the e
perimental setup that is particularly useful. When the inp
polarizer anglea equals to 45°, Eq.~7a! reduces to a much
simpler form, which is quite similar to Eq.~6a!:

dDn5lA~N20.5!22~f/p!2. ~8!

If the output analyzer is oriented atf2a, the LP2 solutions
will produce unity transmission at somel, while the LP1
solutions will produce a null at the characteristic wav
lengthsl* . It is easy to show that the transmission curve
represented byT(l)5sin2(b). It is also easy to show tha
the 50% transmission wavelength is represented by Eq.~9!:

dDn5lA~N/220.25!22~f/p!2 ~9!

where

N51,2,3, . . . .

These special solutions are very useful in determining
rubbing direction and the birefringence dispersion charac
istics of the LC cell.

Equations~6a!, ~8!, and ~9! are of the same form. We
can combine them in a single equation:

dDn5lAM22~f/p!2. ~10!

A measured transmission spectrum may contain all
wavelengths corresponding to LP1, T50, and LP2 solutions.
For successive LP1, T50, and LP2 solutions, the value ofM
increased by 0.25 counting from the long wavelength si
Figure 5 illustrates the transmission curve for the case o
240° STN cell. It shows the LP1 solution, T50 solution, and
the LP2 solution, respectively. TheM values are 2, 2.25, and
2.5, respectively.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF LC CELL
PARAMETERS

With the theoretical foundation given above, it is po
sible to discuss the measurement of the various LC cell
rameters using Eqs.~6!–~10!.

A. Twist angle

According to Eq.~6b!, for a LP1 solution, the angle
between the polarizer and analyzer is fixed and has the
lowing relation.g is the analyzer angle responsible for a LP
null transmission:

f5~g2a!6mp6p/2. ~11!

e

nal
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Thus the twist angle is determined by Eq.~11!. In prac-
tice, there is always more than one possible solution.
ambiguity of the solution can be removed by knowing t
twist sense of the LC cell or if an estimated twist value
known in advance. For example if (g2a)530°, then there
are two sets of solution for left and right twist LC cell. Fo
left twist, the solution is260° or2240°. For right twist, the
solution is 120° or 300°. If the twist sense is determin
then there remains only two possible solutions that differs
180°. These two solutions can be resolved by comparing
retardation values deduced and a simulated transmis
curve. Very often, an approximate value is known in a
vance, therefore it is not necessary to compare with a si
lated curve to determine the final solution.

It is important to note that for LC samples where t
twist angle is completely unknown, one can only use the L
solution to obtain the twist angle. For the LP2 solution, t
angle relation, Eq.~7b! can be written in the form

f5~g2a!12a6mp6p/2. ~12!

Since the twist angle of Eq.~12! depends not only on the
difference between the polarizer–analyzer angle~g2a!, but
also on the absolute polarizer anglea, therefore without
knowing the rubbing direction, LP2 null transmission alo
cannot be used to determine the twist angle.

B. Twist sense

The twist sense~handedness! of an unknown LC cell can
be determined using the approach discussed here as
The handedness of the LC director twist is related to
shifting of the measured transmission spectrum to longe
shorter wavelengths. Experimentally, after obtaining a L
null transmission, the analyzer can be rotated further to
right ~clockwise! and the transmission spectrum is monitor
at the same time. If the spectrum shifts to the right~longer
wavelength!, then the LC cell has a right twist, and vic
versa. This fact is depicted in Fig. 6 for a typical 240° ST
cell. This can be proved vigorously by considering the slo
of the transmission curves at the characteristic waveleng16

FIG. 5. LP1 and LP2 null transmission curves for a 240° STN cell with
retardation of 0.9mm. The input polarizer angle is 45°. The T50 wavelength
is determined by finding the wavelength corresponds to a half maxim
transmission.
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C. Rubbing direction

The rubbing direction on the LC cell can be obtained
an unknown cell if we assume strong surface anchoring
other words, the rubbing direction on the glass surface
equal to the liquid crystal surface director orientation, whi
is usually the case for all commercial LC cells where t
alignment is carried out by rubbing a polyimide film. It ha
been pointed out in Sec. II that the LP1 solution is indep
dent of the input polarizer anglea. Thus it is not possible to
determine the rubbing direction by using the LP1 soluti
alone. However, if we can find both LP1 and LP2 solutio
for the same LC cell, the rubbing directions can be uniqu
determined using the formulas derived. Subtracting Eq.~6b!
by Eq. ~7b!, one obtains

g12g252a, ~13!

where g1 and g2 are the LP1 and LP2 null transmissio
analyzer angles, respectively. Equation~13! gives therefore
the direction of the input director of the LC cell~as the
bisector of theg1 andg2 directions!.

For the special case ofa equals to 45°,g1 is perpendicu-
lar to g2 . In practice, it is preferable to determine the ru
bing direction by usinga545°. In order to obtain thea545°
condition, one can use the following procedures:~i! obtain a
LP1 solution by rotating the analyzer;~ii ! rotate the analyzer
by 90°,~iii ! rotate the LC cell until a LP2 null transmission
observed. At this point, the polarizer is at645° to the input
director.

D. Retardation

The retardation value is the product of the cell gap thic
ness and the LC material birefringence (dDn). In general
Dn is wavelength dependent. This wavelength dispersion
be measured for some LC samples where there are more
one null wavelengths. In the simplest case, the wavelen
dispersion ofDn(l) can be approximated by the Cauch
formula using the one-band model14

Dn~l!5A1B/l21C/l4. ~14!

m

FIG. 6. Shifting of the LP1 null transmission curve for an additional an
lyzer rotation. The same STN cell parameters is used as in Fig. 5. The110°
analyzer rotation curve is on the right. The210° analyzer rotation curve is
on the left-hand side. The STN cell has a right-handed twist.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html
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The Cauchy coefficientsA, B, and C in Eq. ~14! are to be
determined. In general, for most liquid crystals, the retar
tion value decreases as the wavelength increases.

In practice, if one can have both the LP1 and LP2 so
tions, then the T50 solution can also be found. Thus one c
determine at least three retardation values at three diffe
wavelengths, which are obtained by Eqs.~6a!, ~8!, and ~9!.
Equation~14! can then be solved to obtain the Cauchy co
ficients. However, if only one LP1 solution is obtained,
the case for first minimum TN cells, only the LP1 solutio
exists and the dispersion ofDn cannot be determined.

IV. ILLUSTRATION: STN SAMPLE

A STN display was examined by the described spec
scopic ellipsometry method described above. The proced
given in the above section were used to obtain the null ch
acteristic wavelengths. In this case both the LP1 and L
solutions were obtained. The results are listed in Table I.
analyzer angle~g2a! corresponds to the LP1 null spectru
was 28°. Using the procedure discussed in Sec. III A, it w
determined that the cell has a left-handed twist of 242°. T
designed cell gap for this sample STN is 4.76mm.

Since there are three wavelengths where the biref
gence values can be determined, it is possible to obtain
Cauchy coefficients for this sample. The resulting dispers
characteristic is shown in Fig. 7. The null wavelengths a
T50 wavelength obtained fit very well to the one-ba
Cauchy dispersion model. The LC material used in t
sample was ZLI-5300-100 from Merck. The dispersion cu
plotted according to data from Merck~Hong Kong! is also
provided for comparison. It is observed that the measu

TABLE I. Measured data from a sample STN cell. Two null waveleng
and one T50 wavelength were obtained. The cell gap is 4.76mm.

Solution type Wavelength~nm! Retardation~nm! Birefringence

LP1 549 812.9 0.1708
T50 483 871.4 0.1831
LP2 440 927.4 0.1948

FIG. 7. Measurement results for the STN cell. Thick line shows the exp
mental birefringence dispersion curve. The three wavelengths obtained
LP1, LP2, and T50 fit the Cauchy dispersion model very well. Thin line
the dispersion curve plotted using data from Merck.
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values have a slightly larger dispersion and the average
viation from the Merck data is about 1%–2%. This deviati
is explained by the fact that the null wavelengths obtain
are all closer to the shorter wavelength end and the dis
sion in this region tends to be higher. Table II lists som
representative birefringence values for both the Merck d
and our experimental data.

In the above calculations, two factors that decrease
effective birefringence are considered. First, an average
angle of 8° is considered; second, a 1% decrease of bire
gence due to the slightly higher measurement temperatu15

than 20 °C is considered. The effect of the average tilt an
is calculated according to Eq.~15!:

Dneff5
ne

A11w sin2 u
2n0 , ~15!

wherew is (ne /n0)221 andu is the average tilt angle.ne

andn0 are the extraordinary and ordinary refractive index
the LC material, respectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a new spectroscopic ellipsome
method for liquid crystal display twist angle and retardati
measurement. This method is based on the discovery of
various polarization preserving modes, namely the LP1
LP2 modes for a transmittive LC cell. By obtaining the nu
transmission wavelengths with proper polarizer and analy
positions, the twist angle, twist sense, retardation, and r
bing directions of an unknown transmissive cell can be
termined totally, without anya priori knowledge of the LC
cell. If the birefringence of the LC molecule is known, the
one can make use of the measured retardation to obtain
cell gap of the filled LC cell.

This method can also be extended to include the m
surement of reflective cell retardation, which will be cover
in another publication. The experimental setup using t
spectroscopic ellipsometry method is quite simple and can
easily adopted to be carried out in a commercial microsco
All methods discussed give reasonably accurate and rep
able measurement results.
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